Abstract:-This paper proposes a pipelined, systolic any transform length N .i.e. N can be a prime number architecture for two-dimensional discrete Fourier and need not be a power of any fixed radix. High transform (DFT) computation which is highly concurrent. throughput is achieved by using pipelining concept
. processing domain like filtering, compression, pattern These designs offer simple architecture and can be used matching, magnetic resonance imaging and for any transform length N but they are computationally watermarking. Hence efficient implementation of the complex as they work on the direct algorithm of DFT DFT architecture has become a challenge. Since many where the arithmetic operations per DFT computation is of these applications process real time data , of O(N2). Hence as the transform length N increases computational speed has to increase with low latency. they offer a computation intensive architecture which Fast Fourier transform based architectures (FFT) were does not support direct calculation of two dimensional designed to acquire computational speed [5] .
(2D-) DFT.
But they had many disadvantages such as the Since computation of 2D-DFT from 1D-DFT requirement of transform length N to be a power of requires a transposition operation, latency is reduced some fixed radix which limits the choice of reachable and hence transposition free two dimensional DFT values of N and the increase in computational architectures were developed [4] , [6] .But this has been complexity and latency in pipelined FFTs with the achieved at the cost of increased hardware and reduced increase in the transform length N. Other architectures performance which are undesirable. Computationally has been studied for years, among which systolic efficient architecture has been designed using two level architecture is preferred as it is simple and offers transform factorization which provides low latency and rhythmic processing with repetitive elements or high throughput [1] 
n=O for k, n =0, 1 ...... ,N -1l
The equation (1) can be split into two separate n=1
n=i n=O -where,
and and which input is stored. Vertical arrows indicate the flow at which the output is read out and number 
